A new analytical approximate expression for the period of the simple pendulum is obtained by using a heuristic but pedagogical derivation. This formula depends on two parameters obtained by comparing term-by-term the power-series expansions of the approximate and exact expressions for the period. This formula is compared with others in the literature and the numerical results obtained show that the published approximations are not nearly as good as the new expression proposed in this paper.
Introduction
Considerable attention has been directed towards the study of nonlinear problems in all areas of physics and engineering [1] , It is very difficult to solve nonlinear problems and, in general, it is often more difficult to get an analytic approximation than a numerical one for a given nonlinear problem. In particular the study of nonlinear oscillators is of great interest to many researchers [2, 3] . There are several methods used to find approximate solutions to nonlinear oscillators, such as perturbation techniques [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] or harmonic balance based methods [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] , Surveys of the literature with numerous references and useful bibliographies have been given in [3, 23] , In general, given the nature of a nonlinear phenomenon, the approximate methods can only be applied within certain ranges of the physical parameters and to certain classes of problems [11] .
In physics and engineering there are some simple systems for which the equations governing their behaviour are easy to formulate but whose mathematical resolution is complicated. The mathematical modeling of these systems often results in non-linear differential equations that in some cases can be linearized by replacing the non-linear equation by a linear equation that approximates the original non-linear equation closely enough to give useful results [2] , There are innumerable oscillatory systems that can be modelled as second order, nonlinear, ordinary differential equations. One of the simplest and more famous nonlinear oscillating systems is the free pendulum. Application of Newton's second law to this physical system gives a differential equation with a non-linear term (the sine of an angle). It is possible to find the integral expression for the period of the pendulum and to express it in terms of elliptic functions. However, if we consider the case of small oscillations it is possible to substitute the sine of the angle by the angle itself, thereby obtaining a second order linear differential equation with constant coefficients, the solution of which is the wellknown harmonic function, and an amplitude-free period is obtained.
Over the years several approximation schemes have been developed to investigate the situation for large amplitude oscillations of a simple pendulum, and in this paper we provide yet another. The approximate expression for the period of the simple pendulum derived here is quite accurate for very large amplitudes and we will see that this expression is more accurate than other similar, simple approximations suggested by other authors [24] [25] [26] .
The approximate expression proposed in this paper depends on two parameters which are found by comparing term-by-term the powerseries expansions of the approximate and exact expressions for the period of the pendulum. This implies that the expansion of the proposed formula to the third term is the same as the expansion of the exact solution.
Other approximations analyzed in this paper and suggested by other authors [24] [25] [26] have only one parameter and comparing their powerseries expansions with the exact one, the series coincide only up to the second term. We use these last approximations as the starting point for improvement of the formulas, and the quality of the expression obtained is better than that of the original ones.
Some approximate expressions for the period of a free pendulum
The differential equation modeling the free, undamped simple pendulum is
where θ is the angular displacement, I is the length of the pendulum, t is the time and g is the acceleration due to gravity. On the other hand θο will be the amplitude of oscillations. Equation (1), although straightforward in appearance, is in fact rather difficult to solve because of the nonlinearity of the trigonometric function sin# There are no analytical solutions for the above differential equation. In fact, the solution is expressed in terms of elliptic integrals [27, 28] .
There are various linearized approximations for the non-linear equation (1) . In the simplest of these, the analysis is limited to the case of small amplitudes (small values for θο). Note that if θ is small, then the sine function can be approximated by sin# « Θ, and the non-linear differential equation (1) becomes a linear differential equation that can easily be solved, and the period To of the oscillation is given by
The period for this case is independent of the amplitude θο of oscillations and is only a function of the length / of the pendulum and the acceleration of gravity g.
In other linearized approximations the sin# term is substituted in equation (1), not as in the previous case by the linear function Θ, but by a function proportional to the angle Θ, with the proporcionality 'constant' being a function fify) of the amplitude θο
where/θο) must be determined. Substituting equation (3) into equation (1) gives
which is a linear differential equation easily integrable, and the approximate period of the oscillation T ipp is given by
where To is the period for small amplitude oscillations and is given by equation (2) . As can be seen in equation (5), the period T app depends on the amplitude θο. Once this linear approximation has been made the problem is to find the optimum expression for the functionβ^θο), which is done by comparing the exact value T ex of the period of a simple pendulum with the approximate value in equation (5) . This is done by making a termby-term comparison of the series expansion on the right-hand side of equation (5) with the corresponding series of T ex , which implies taking into account the series expansion for the complete elliptic integral of the first kind. In any case it is necessary to have an expression for the functionwhich includes a parameter whose optimum value may be calculated comparing the series expansions mentioned above. 
Ό / where m is also a positive constant to be determined. In both equation (6) and equation (7) there is a parameter to be determined that is obtained by comparing the first terms of the power-series expansion for equations (6) and (7) with the corresponding first terms of the powerseries expansion for the exact period [12] 
A more accurate approximation
We shall now see that is it possible to find a linearized approximation of equation (3) that is better than those of equations (6) and (7). As has been shown, in both equation (6) and equation (7) there is only one unknown positive constant, so when we make a comparison with the exact value, this can only be done by considering the series expansion of the exact period up to the power 6q . If we considered an approximate function X^j) with two unknown parameters, it would be possible to compare the series expansion of the approximate period obtained with this function X 6b) with the series expansion of the exact period but in this case taking into consideration not only the coefficient of the power #0 but also that of the power 6$ · Taking Molina's (equation (6)) and Ganley's (equation (7)) approximations as our starting point, we suggest the following expression for function [24] ), whereas T appi = T app2 , when η = 1 and m = V3/2 = 0.8660 (Ganley [25] ). In order to obtain optimum values for the parameters m and η in equation (16) , the powerseries expansion of the right-hand side of equation (16) is performed -for example, it is easy to do this by using one of the packages of commercial software available, such as MATHEMATICA-and we obtain app3 , 1 2 rS. 4w + 5« 2 4 1+-m z n%+ (17) 12 1440
Comparing term by term the series expansions of equations (12) and (17) it can be seen that it is necessary to simultaneously satisfy the equations 
which make up a system of equations with two unknowns that may be solved without too much difficulty. The solution obtained is η = 24/25 = 0.96 and m = 5λ/2/8 = 0.8839, and equation (16) 
Comparing the values obtained for η and m with those corresponding to the approximations of a single parameter, it can be seen that the new approximation proposed in this study is closer to Ganley's approximation than to Molina's. This is only logical since as shown in the previous section when compared with the series expansion of the exact period, Ganley's (or Parwani's) approximation is better than Molina's. Table 1 shows the values of η and m for the different approximations analyzed in this study. In order to determine the quality of this new approximation we compare equation (12) , that is, the series expansion of the exact period with the series expansion of equation (20) Table 2 , which shows that the new approximation r app 3 introduced in this paper gives a greater accuracy than the other approximations. Thus for example, the relative error between the approximate values and the exact value is less than 1% for amplitudes 6b £ 143° if we consider the approximation suggested in this paper. 
Conclusions
In this paper, three approximations for the period of a nonlinear pendulum are discussed. All of them are simple, but the one suggested by us is more accurate than the others proposed earlier by Molina [25] and Ganley [24] -Parwani [26] . The main result (20) is relatively simple and accurate for very large amplitude oscillations, and is better than other linearized approximations previously published. In fact, the percent error of this approximation remains less than 1% for angles up to 143°. However, it is important to point out that when one of these expressions is used to calculate the period of the pendulum, they are using an expression that is not exact but only a convenient approximation that allows them to easily obtain the value of the period with sufficient accuracy. Finally, this linear analysis of the nonlinear oscillations of a free pendulum can be easily extended to any other oscillators, and the present paper can be used as paradigm for many other applications in analyzing the period of various nonlinear oscillators.
